The spacecraft automation test is to use the computer to complete the control instructions to send and monitor data according to predetermined program braking. The automation test case designer carries out the core work of the spacecraft automation test. The design format is unified, the grammar is simple and the operation is flexible that make the spacecraft testing process no longer the individual and discrete instruction. The test case has the process and the automatic monitoring ability. The automation test case design was introduced in this paper including the syntax of the details and the authentication system in the development and use to verify the reliability of the sub-project of the process control ability, support the test taking, the customizable process monitoring automation test case design. It is to improve the test efficiency, ensure the quality of test security, shorten testing cycle, and simplify test team necessary requirement and effective means.
Introduction
Manned spacecraft electric logging (also known as the spacecraft e-test) refers to the same power supply conditions through the ascending order to spacecraft, the spacecraft functions, performance, interface, etc. to carry on the comprehensive examination, several research activities in the spacecraft. The space testing work is one of the most critical and hard links. Before electric logging, manual sends commands as dominated, manned spacecraft uplink instruction has hundreds of thousands, manually-sent instructions when the test consumed such considerable human resources and time but with error-prone and low efficiency.
The manned spacecraft automatic test case design is the core of the spacecraft automatic test work, design format unification, grammar test procedure is simple, flexible operation, can provide basic data for spacecraft automatic test resources. Automation test case design makes the testing process no longer an independent individual and discrete instructions. This kind of design has the ability to streamline, automatic program-controlled. It can effectively reduce the manual operation and artificial intervention tester, this kind of design can integrate test resources at the same time, increase the degree of testing electronic.
As the test of manned spacecraft is facing more and more complicated logic and closedloop dynamic simulation, etc. To respond to more complex test logic requirements, increase the flexibility of the system by using the "script atom" test case design. You can embed a script fragment in a sequence of atoms that can use code to describe complex logic and functionality. The basic framework, based on atomic do testers need to pick up all kinds of atoms from the atomic library of permutation and combination and attribute set, can be formed for a wide variety of logic functions and information flow of the automated test cases. [1] [2] this paper introduced the automation test case, designed the syntax of the details and the authentication system in the development and use to verify the reliability of the sub-project of the process control ability, support the test taking, customizable process monitoring automation test case design, this kind of grammatical design will further enhance the automation of manned space flight.
Test Script Design Implementation

Advantages of Script Atoms
The script atom provides an atomic operation based on two different types of automated testing systems based on scripts, giving full play to the advantages of two types of automated testing systems. Users can describe complex logical scripts that can be embedded in an automated test sequence in the form of a test case design. The execution time system will automatically execute the corresponding operation according to the code written in the script. The script editor after no systematic compilation can cooperate with atomic sequence execution, editing software provides the function of the static syntax checking, to ensure that the designer can timely find syntax error code. For scripts that have been edited, replication calls can be made directly, with good reuse.
Because the automated test system is implemented in the Java language, the embedded scripts are written in the Java language. Compared with popular scripting language, Java language provides a powerful standard class library, grammar and more specifications, can facilitate the implementation of all kinds of complicated logic function, does not involve complex stack operation, can give full play to the script the advantages of powerful, flexible design. As one of the most widely used languages, designers can easily get the template code of all kinds of complicated logic from the Internet. Designers can also add comments to standard syntax in scripts to make code sound readable. Test system in the script encapsulates the test parameters read, sends instructions, and other functions, the user through a simple call standard interface function, can realize send instructions, the basis of the interpretation of remote sensing test logic.
Generic Script Templates
The comprehensive test system USES test cases to form a more general test script for the standardized design. It makes the script more general and inheritable, and the functional modules are more clearly divided.
The first is to import the Java functionality package, and after the import function, you can directly call the various standard libraries in Java. There are three main packages: lang.*, util.date, text.simpledateformat. Among them, lang.* is the basic language function package, which provides the most common functions such as string processing, mathematical operation and basic data type. Util.date provides the operation interface for time and Date variables, which can be marked with system time in the data record. Text. SimpleDateFormat provides a standard interface to convert the date and time change to a string output.
And then get all sorts of telemetry parameters, mainly using standard interface functions of automation software get (string para_number), can be fuses iconic on remote sensing and ground equipment parameters into a floating point or integer variables, and by calling the Math function of package complete intermediate processing, finally get order parameters.
After get instruction parameters, using the elder sister rich function provided by the automation software send (string inst_number, string inst_type, string para_string) can be sent with or without parameters of instruction, can include send satellites into direct and indirect are discrete, software instructions, also can be used to the ground equipment to send into instruction.
After the instruction to send, you need to determine the corresponding parameter changes, while break infinite loop structure was adopted to realize, with the method of increasing each cycle of the timer, if again by timer timeout time judgment logic, it returns the right conclusion and adopt the way of break or return to launch cycle, if more than time limit judge logic is still failed, it returns error or failure, and return the entire script function directly.
Implementation of Key Functions
Similar to general script template, comprehensive testing system of testing requirements is mainly composed of some commonly used functions or logical unit, including the transformation of the realization of continuous judgment, float, time delay and other operations, the conclusion of atoms output, the output of time information, etc., the functional units can also be directly applied to the realization of the other subsystem test requirements, detailed as follows:
 The realization of consecutive interpretation Consecutive interpretation while + break infinite loop structure was adopted to realize, and through the timer to avoid into dead circulation, if the timer again over time within the time limit for the logic of judgment, it returns the right conclusion and adopt the way of break or return launch cycle, if more than time limit interpretation logic is still failed, it returns error or failure of the conclusion, and put the entire script function returned directly. The basic code is as follows:
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Feng Yang Convert floating point Numbers to the IEEE standard instruction code is frequently in spaceborne software test case design to use a function, the method of using into Jave class library of basic data types can facilitate the transition of system. It is important to note that the Java floating-point number is already in line with the big-endian standard when it comes to the IEEE code, so the hexadecimal code is not required to adjust the byte order, but it should be noted that the high level of the complementary operation is required. The basic code is as follows:  Implementation of delay Delay function plays an important role in steady-state judgment and telemetry continuous judgment. In the Java script, you can use the thread.sleep (sillisecong) function to make it easy to wait and wait.
 Information output Automated software provides an output interface function for test results. The function is setResult (bool result, string result_String), and only when the function of set Result (true) is invoked, the script atom returns the successful value and keeps the automated sequence running. If you call set Result (false) or not call the setResult function, the script atoms return back to the failed conclusion and abort the operation of the automated sequence. The use case designer can use the second parameter to print the intermediate variable of the script to the execution result, which will be reflected in the system generated test results report.
 The implementation of time markers In order to make the test results more comprehensive in the test state, the use case designer can record the read pass or fail time in the script execution result. This function is implemented primarily by calling the Date class library in Java. The basic code is as follows:
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// Time constraint serial"； t "：only when a test script executes to meet the time constraint , the result is true; Execute, whether to abort , return to false ; //Time constraint parallel "|| t "： when and only if two test scripts execute to meet the time constraint, the result is true; Execute, whether to abort , return to false ; // Time constraint selects"if t "： when the conditional Boolean expression is true , the result of its operation is the first test script execution result, otherwise the result of the second execution; // Time constraints to choose"while t "：when after entering cycle , only when the test script execution meet time constraints in the loop and the result is true , will return cycle entrance , continue to cycle, or the end of the cycle.
Anyhow, test-driven automation can ensure the correctness of the logical relationship between test incentive, ensure the uniqueness of test inputs, avoid tests for test data into chaos lead to changes in the test results or testing error, and can realize automatic test to cover all the purpose of the test area as much as possible.
Test Data Automatically Generated and Data Mining
A large number of different types of test data are filled in the database to achieve the test data entry and playback and reanalysis purposes. Capturing is recording every process of the test. Including test operation and corresponding generated test data, data processing is deposited into the database. In the database, the relationship between the two is based on the time relationship, and the subsequent testing is ready to be used.
The specific automation process is shown in the figure: 
Conclusion
The test automation software based on script atom has been successfully applied to several models, which has played an important role in the design and implementation of key use cases in the comprehensive test subsystem test. Demand provides extremely flexible implementation framework, implements the runtime parameters of dynamic translation, ensure the comprehensive test system of test cases "one-click" performance, greatly reduced the pressure of the tester. The continuity of dynamics model in test engineering is ensured, and the coverage of different dynamic scenes is enhanced. The most important implementation of the comprehensive test case is that the configuration is not independent, which enhances the maintainability of the test case. From the perspective of application, the script atoms can be further studied in the implementation process with the user's dynamic information interaction, basic function encapsulation and invocation flexibility. Predictably, the script combined with test atomic architecture will be increasingly complex test requirements to achieve in the future play a more and more important role, is the function of the test system and efficiency are improved.
